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Other comments on languages

A native or near native level of Catalan and a high level or English is required for this course.

Prerequisites

On starting the course students should be able to:

Demonstrate knowledge of the strategies and techniques for translation into a foreign language.
Apply this knowledge to translate texts for the non-specialised inverse translation market.
Collect and interpret information related to the specific problems of inverse translation and make
judgements on the decision adopted to solve them.
Use technological and documentation tools for inverse translation.

This subject requires a native or near native level of Catalan and a very high level of English (e.g. level B2 of
the CEFR)

Objectives and Contextualisation

The purpose of this subject is to develop the ability to produce translations of specialised texts in a foreign
language which are of market standard.

On successfully completing this course students will be able to:

Demonstrate that they know the strategies and techniques involved in specialised translation into a
foreign language
Apply this knowledge to translate texts for the specialised inverse translation market
Collect and interpret information related to the specific problems of specialised inverse translation and
make judgements on the decisions adopted to solve them
Use technological and focumentation tools for specialised inverse translation

Competences
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Applying topic-based knowledge in order to translate.
Mastering the main methodological principles of translation.
Producing written texts in a foreign language in order to translate.
Producing written texts in language A in order to translate.
Solving translation problems from different specialisation fields (legal, financial, scientific, technical,
literary, audiovisual texts, localization).
Solving translation problems of non-specialised texts.
Understanding written texts in a foreign language in order to translate.
Using technological resources in order to translate.
Using terminological resources in order to translate.

Learning Outcomes

Applying lexical, morphosyntactic, textual, rhetorical and linguistic variation related knowledge: Applying
graphical, lexical, morphosyntactic, textual, rhetorical and linguistic variation related knowledge.
Applying technological resources in order to solve translation problems: Applying technological
resources in order to solve translation problems.
Applying terminological resources in order to solve translation problems: Applying terminological
resources in order to solve translation problems.
Appropriately following the different phases for the creation of a translation and carrying out the
assigned tasks: Appropriately following the different phases for the creation of a translation and carrying
out the assigned tasks.
Comprehending the communicative purpose and sense of written texts of several fields:
Comprehending the communicative purpose and sense of written texts of several fields.
Finding the most appropriate translation solution in each case: Finding the most appropriate translation
solution in each case.
Identifying the specific translation problems of each field: Identifying the specific translation problems of
each field.
Implementing strategies in order to produce written texts of different fields and with specific
communicative purposes: Implementing strategies in order to produce written texts of different fields
and with specific communicative purposes.
Implementing strategies in order to understand written texts from different fields: Implementing
strategies in order to understand written texts from different fields.
Incorporating topic-based knowledge in order to solve translation problems: Incorporating topic-based
knowledge in order to solve translation problems.
Producing written texts from different fields and with specific communicative purposes: Producing
written texts from different fields and with specific communicative purposes.
Producing written texts that are appropriate to their context and possess linguistic correctness:
Producing written texts about personal and general topics from well-known areas that are appropriate to
their context and possess linguistic correctness.
Solving interferences between the working languages: Solving interferences between the working
languages.
Students must demonstrate they know the techniques and strategies needed to solve translation
problems: Students must demonstrate they know the techniques and strategies in order to solve back
translation problems of different types of non-specialised written texts and specialised texts addressed
to a non-specialised public.
Using the appropriate strategies and techniques in order to solve translation problems: Using the
appropriate strategies and techniques in order to solve problems of audiovisual translation and
localisation.

Content

Methodological principles governing the practice of specialised inverse translation.
Fundamental problems, techniques and strategies in specialised inverse translation.
Solution of translation probelms for specialised genres: medical, business, administrative, legal,
financial, technical and scientific.

Use of advanced technological and documentation tools for specialised inverse translation.
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Use of advanced technological and documentation tools for specialised inverse translation.

Methodology

A range of active methodologies are used.

Possible methodologies:

Carrying out translation tasks
Carrying out translation projects
Exercises
Presentation of individual/group work
Debates (classroom or online forums)
Cooperative learning techniques

Teaching activities are organised in three blocks, according to the level of autonomy required by the students:

Directed activities: these activities take place as a planned programme of activities within the timetable
and require the presence of both students and teacher.
Supervised activities: these activities may require the supervision of a teacher from time to time e.g.
tutorials.
Autonomous activities: students organise their work in their own time individually or in groups.

Annotation: Within the schedule set by the centre or degree programme, 15 minutes of one class will be
reserved for students to evaluate their lecturers and their courses or modules through questionnaires.

Activities

Title Hours ECTS Learning Outcomes

Type: Directed

Exercises and other tasks related to important aspects of translation 20 0.8 1, 2, 3, 9, 8, 5, 14, 10, 12, 11,
4, 13

Tasks related to important aspects of translation 25 1 1, 2, 3, 9, 8, 5, 14, 7, 10, 12,
11, 4, 13, 6, 15

Type: Supervised

Debates and activities to reflect on important aspects of translation 4.5 0.18 1, 8, 5, 14, 7, 4, 13, 6

Supervised work and tutorials: individual and group translations
supervised by the teacher.

10 0.4 1, 2, 3, 9, 8, 5, 14, 7, 10, 12,
11, 4, 13, 6, 15

Type: Autonomous

Documentation searches 15 0.6 9, 5, 14, 7, 10, 12, 6

Exercises 25 1 1, 2, 3, 9, 5, 14, 7, 10, 12, 11,
4, 13

Preparation of translations and other tasks inidivually and in groups 40 1.6 1, 2, 3, 9, 8, 5, 14, 7, 10, 12,
11, 4, 13, 6, 15

Assessment
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The information about evaluation, the types of evaluations and their relative weight is for orientation purposes
only. The lecturer coordinating this subject will give specific details at the beginning of the course.

Revision

When publishing final marks prior to recording them on students' transcripts, the lecturer will provide written
notification of a date and time for reviewing evaluated activities. Students must arrange reviews in agreement
with the lecturer.

Re-evaluation / Resit

Students must fulfil the following requirements to be eligible to resit the final evaluation / final
evaluations: 1) have completed a minimum of 66.6% of the evaluated tasks for the course, 2) have a
global average between 3.5 and 4.9. The student can only resit the final evaluation / final evaluations
which they have failed.
In cases where the student has completed between 25.1% and 66.5% of the evaluated tasks for the
course, they are not eligible to resit and the global mark obtained during the course will be assigned
(whether a passing or failing mark).
In cases where the completed evaluated tasks are 25% or less, the grade of "non-evaluable" will be
assigned.
In cases of a final evaluation / final evaluations resulting in a fail mark due to copying or plagiarism, the
student is not eligible to resit.
In no case will it be possible to make a final evaluation / final evaluations the equivalent of 100% of the
grade.

IMPORTANT

Reminder: "copying" is considered to be work that reproduces all or a large part of the work from one to
another colleague, and "plagiarism" is the act of presenting part or all of an author's text as one's own, that is,
without citing the sources, whether it is published on paper or in digital form on the Internet. Copying and
plagiarism are intellectual theft and therefore contravene university regulations that will be sanctioned with a
"zero" mark. In the case of copying between two students, if it is not possible to know who copied who, the
sanction will be applied to both students. If there are several irregularities in the evaluation activities of the
same subject, the final grade for this subject will be zero.

Assessment Activities

Title Weighting Hours ECTS Learning Outcomes

Exercises and other tasks related to important aspects
of translation

20 5 0.2 1, 2, 3, 8, 14, 7, 10, 12, 11, 4,
13, 6, 15

Presentations 20 0.25 0.01 1, 2, 3, 9, 8, 5, 14, 7, 10, 12,
11, 4, 13, 6, 15

Translations and translation projects: Translation 1 20 1.75 0.07 1, 2, 3, 9, 8, 5, 14, 7, 10, 12, 4,
13, 6, 15

Translations and translation projects: Translation 2 20 1.75 0.07 1, 2, 3, 9, 8, 5, 14, 7, 10, 12,
11, 4, 13, 6, 15

Translations and translation projects: Translation 3 20 1.75 0.07 1, 2, 3, 9, 8, 5, 14, 7, 10, 12,
11, 4, 13, 6, 15
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Online resources:

Acronymfinder < >http://www.acronymfinder.com/

Cercaterm < >http://www.termcat.cat/ca/Cercaterm

IATE < >http://iate.europa.eu

Pubmed < >http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed

Medline Plus < https://medlineplus.gov/spanish >

Investopedia < http://www.investopedia.com/

Further resources will be provided during the course

Software

Software:

Antconc < >http://www.antlab.sci.waseda.ac.jp/software.html

Sketch Engine < >https://www.sketchengine.eu/
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